Consistency of kernel estimators of the long-run covariance matrix of a linear process is established under weak moment and memory conditions+ In addition, it is pointed out that some existing consistency proofs are in error as they stand+
INTRODUCTION
Suppose $V t : t Ն 1% is a sequence of random n-vectors generated by the linear process 
Ϫ1
(tϭ1 T (sϭ1 T E~V t V s ' !, the long-run covariance matrix of V t + Consistency of kernel estimators of V is established under weak conditions on $C l : l Ն 0% and $e t : t ʦ Z%+ In addition, it is pointed out that some existing consistency proofs are in error as they stand+
RESULTS
Let 7{7 denote the Euclidean norm, let ϭ a+s+ signify almost sure equality, and let E tϪ1~{ ! denote conditional expectation with respect to the s-algebra generated by $e s : s Յ t Ϫ 1%+ The development of formal results proceeds under the following assumptions+ A1+ (lϭ0 7C l 7 Ͻ`+ A2+ E tϪ1~et ! ϭ a+s+ 0, E tϪ1~et e t ' ! ϭ a+s+ I n , and $7e t 7 2 % is uniformly integrable+
The assumption E tϪ1~et e t ' ! ϭ a+s+ I n implies the conditional homoskedasticity restriction E tϪ1~Vt V t ' Ϫ E tϪ1~Vt V t ' !! ϭ a+s+ C 0 C 0 ' but does not impose restrictions on the form of the conditional covariance matrix because C 0 ϭ I n is not assumed+ The uniform integrability condition is satisfied whenever e t ; i+i+d+~0, I n ! or sup tʦZ E7e t 7 r Ͻ`for some r Ͼ 2+ The best currently available consistency results for linear processes would appear to be those of Robinson~1991! and de Jong and Davidson~2000!+ The moment and memory assumptions of these papers are stronger than A1 and A2 in the leading special case where $e t % is independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+!+ When the bandwidth expansion rates recommended by Andrews~1991! are employed, Robinson~1991! requires A1 and sup tʦZ E7e t 7 r Ͻ`for some r Ͼ 5 2 _ + On the other hand, de Jong and Davidson~2000! only require two finite moments but do require L 2 -near epoch dependence of size Ϫ 1 2 _ + In the linear process case, this condition implies
In some applications in nonstationary time series analysis, the matrix G is of interest in its own right+ Obvious examples include the cointegration procedures of Phillips and Hansen~1990! and Park~1992!+ In recognition of this fact, the present paper focuses explicitly on consistent estimation of G+ It is assumed that G is estimated by a kernel estimator of the form
where k~{! is a~measurable! kernel function and $b T : T Ն 1% is a sequence of bandwidth parameters+ The corresponding estimator of V is
which can be written as
V T is a consistent estimator of V whenever ZG T is a consistent estimator of G+ Consider the following assumptions on k~{! and $b T %+ A3+ i! k~0! ϭ 1, k~{! is continuous at zero and sup xՆ0 6k~x!6 Ͻ`+ ii! * @0,`! Ok~x! dx Ͻ`, where Ok~x! ϭ sup yՆx 6k~y!6+
Assumption A3 generalizes Robinson's~1991! assumption A2~0! and would appear to be satisfied by any kernel in actual use+ 1 For instance, it holds for the 15 kernels studied by Ng and Perron~1996!+ Moreover, it holds for all kernels in the class K 3 of Andrews~1991! and Andrews and Monahan~1992! and for all kernels satisfying Assumptions 1 and 3 of Newey and West~1994!+ Assumption A4 is standard and holds whenever the bandwidth expansion rate coincides with the optimal~under a mean squared error criterion! rate reported in Andrews~1991, p+ 830!+ An important implication of A3~ii! is the following lemma+ LEMMA 1+ Suppose k~{! satisfies A3(ii) and suppose $b T % ʕ~0,`!. Then
Results similar to Lemma 1 have been stated~without proof ! by Andrews 1991, p+ 852!, Hansen~1992, p+ 970!, and Hall~2000, Lemma 2!+ As demonstrated by the examples that follow, the assumptions made in the cited papers do not imply lim Tr`bT
6k~i0b T !6 Ͻ`+ Therefore, the proofs of Theorem 1 of Andrews~1991! and Theorems 1-3 of Hansen~1992! are in error as they stand, as are the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 of Hall~2000!+
The sequence
Moreover, a kernel can have k~x! ϭ 1 ∀x ʦ N and belong to the class K 1 of Andrews~1991! and Andrews and Monahan~1992!+ For any such kernel and
where {{} denotes the integer part of the argument+ 2 Assumption A3~ii! rules out pathological cases such as these+
The main result of the paper is the following theorem+
In applications, the vectors $V t % are often functions of an unknown parameter vector u~say!, V t ϭ V t~u0 !, where u 0 denotes the true value of u+ Consider the estimators
where Z u T is an estimator of u 0 satisfying the following assumption+
Assumption A5~i! is Condition~V3! of Hansen~1992! whereas A5~ii! is equivalent to Assumption B of Andrews~1991! under A1 and A2+ As in Hanseñ 1992!, the following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2+
Sample-dependent bandwidth parameters can also be accommodated+ Let
where $ Zb T : T Ն 1% is a sequence of~possibly! stochastic bandwidth parameters satisfying the following assumption+
, and A5 hold. Then
PROOFS
Using change of variables, ZG T can be written as
The proofs of Theorem 2 and its corollaries are based on this representation, Lemma 1, and the following lemmas+ LEMMA 5+ Suppose A1 and A2 hold. Then 
Proof of Lemma 1+ Let Ok be defined as in A3~ii!+ By monotonicity of Ok,
for any 1 Յ i Յ T Ϫ 1 and any 0 Ͻ a Յ a u + As a consequence,
where 1${% is the indicator function, it follows that
under A1 and A2+ Using subadditivity of 7{7 and the fact that 7AB7 Յ 7A7{7B7 for conformable A and B, this expression can be bounded as follows:
Each element of $e jϪm e jϪm ' Ϫ I n : j Ն 1% is a uniformly integrable martingale difference sequence under A2+ As a consequence, for any « Ͼ 0 there is a finite constant l «~i ndependent of i and m! such that
where the first inequality is obtained by proceeding as in the proof of Hall and Heyde~1980, Theorem 2+22!+ Therefore, lim Tr`cT Յ « for any « Ͼ 0, so c T r 0+ Finally, e jϩiϪl # ϭ n 2 when j 1 ϭ j 2 ϭ j and l Ͼ m ϩ i+ Therefore,
where the first inequality uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality+ In particular,
as was to be shown+ Ⅲ Proof of Lemma 6+ Under A1 and A2,
can be made arbitrarily small~under A3~i!! by taking I large enough+ For any given I,
whenever 0 Ͻ a l Ͻ`and T Ն I ϩ 1+ Lemma 6 now follows because the expression on the last line tends to zero whenever A3~i! holds and lim Tr`bT Ϫ1 ϭ 0+
Ⅲ
Proof of Theorem 2+ By subadditivity of 7{7,
By Lemma 5,
In particular, ZS T Ϫ E~ZS T ! ϭ o p~1 !+ The proof of Theorem 2 can be completed by showing that E7 ZG T Ϫ E~ZG T !7 r 0+ By subadditivity of 7{7,
Using Lemmas 1 and 5 and the notation from Lemma 5,
Ⅲ Proof of Corollaries 3 and 4+ Corollary 3 is a special case~with [ a T ϭ 1! of Corollary 4, so it suffices to prove the latter+ Under A4 ' , inf tՆT Pr~a l Յ [ a t Յ a u ! can be made arbitrarily close to unity for sufficiently large T and some 0 Ͻ a l Յ a u Ͻ`+ Consequently, it suffices to show that for any
which is easily shown to imply sup
where o p *~1! denotes convergence to zero in outer probability+ 3 Now,
so the proof can be completed by showing that each term on the right-hand side is o p *~1!+ As in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 in Hansen~1992!, Condition A5 implies that
for any a Ͼ 0, where Q T is O p~1 ! and does not depend on a or b T + Now,
Next, by the properties of Ok~{!,
for any 0 Ͻ a l Յ a Յ a u Ͻ`+ By Theorem 2 and its proof, the last line is o p~1 !, so 3+ To avoid measurability complications, convergence in outer probability~rather than convergence in probability! is considered+
